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About This Game

In 199X, you control Clara. That's the problem.

The doctors say she's delusional, but you both know that can't be true. The two of you need to explore Delilah, the town where
Clara lives. You need to navigate her messy, personal relationships. Most of all, you need to find a cure. And beat the game.

199X is a 2-3 hour narrative adventure, split into seven playable days. It is written by Evan Tognotti, and features a full-length
original soundtrack from acoustic weirdo Kearney.

Play 199X. Help you help herself.

---

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

"199X advertises itself as a 'game without mechanics,' which is probably because it is another crappy Steam Greenlight game
made in RPG Maker. It is a 'lightly interactive' game (aka players basically press the arrow keys) and features a whooping one
protagonist. Again, this is because this is a horrible excuse for a 'game' made using a horrible excuse for a 'game engine.' Not
only that, but the developer of this game has the utter gall to charge for this couple hour 'interactive experience.' Although is

(sic) is only $2 US, it is still disgusting people are being charged for this crap." - Lusipurr.com
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"There is also quite a bit of social justice in this game which makes parts feel a little bit like a (sic) 'educational game' or
propaganda... don't expect any male characters to have any depth or role in the plot, it's all about the ladies and the male

characters are there for window dressing." - A Steam reviewer
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If you're looking for a game that brings a balance of wanting to bash your skull against a concrete wall and being stubborn
enough to keep bashing your head against it until you break on through to the other side, this game is for you!

If you're not the head-bashing type, there is a feature called Assist Mode which allows you to creatively use a sledgehammer to
break through the wall instead.

As a head-bashing type, I would fully recommend this game to anyone regardless of age, gaming experience, or head-bashing
desire and rate this game a solid 10\/10.. I still haven't finished this game. Not because it's hard (though it is), but because every
time I get into it, I think to myself "yes, but couldn't [X class combination] solve this better?" and then I never go back to the
original save game. 10/10, eternal character generation simulator.. Not much here....The artwork is great on the cards but the
tutorial is the only thing close to complete. I love TCG and am happy to support any developer brave enough to attempt to make
their own. However I can not recomend this game when I can say I am honestly this bored of playing it after twenty minutes.
Needs improvement on pretty much every level. I think unfortunately they may have oversimplified the basic mechancs a bit too
much in an attempt to target card players.

The artwork is great and I give them points for trying something a bit different than the MTG, Infinity Wars, Might & Magic,
Solforge, or Hex all of which I would recommend for a first time player over this. Even with the learning curve involved players
will be rewarded with a deeper appreciation for the strategy and tactical awareness each has to offer. That's something I see
missing from this game. I will be checking in hoping for some updates but for now I've got to give it the thumbs down. Points
for trying to do something different and putting together a decent UI (not to be understated in how enjoyable a digital tcg
experience can be) but overall this is just not quite worth your time or dollars unless your a tcg fanatic such as myself.

2\/10 (Early Access Review here's hoping it goes up)

. Completely broken,
Both the Campaign and Mission Editor does not work with the DLC units.
its fixed and good now. The servers are objectively great. 128 tick, low ping and almost no loss and variance.
The community, on the other hand, is the most toxic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I've ever seen. Now don't get me
wrong, I know I can tilt and be toxic, but I definitely do not do that unless someone's provoked me. I almost always carry, and
when I don't, I am a support player that gets traded or sets up his teammates for success. Yet in around 40-50% of games I get
people who are toxic or just plain trolling, and when I get triggered I block them. Sometimes, like what happened in my last
game however, I don't do that early enough and end up saying some stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I get
banned but they don't. It's just like when you see a kid getting hit and he hits back, yet only the one who hit back gets punished.
WTF?

TLDR: Basically MM with fewer cheaters (even though there still are some) and more trolls. Oh and a weirder ranking system
(I'm A- yet somehow I get queued with C-B players. TF?. Elven Kings 2. This one seems very situational to me, though it is very
good quality music.
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I enjoyed the game. I'm not extremely good at solving puzzles so I appreciated the fact that I was able to solve most of the
puzzles in this game without using the "cheat" button. And when I did get stuck there was a way out. The graphics were well
done. The hidden objects were well hidden in most cases but not too difficult to find with some effort. I liked the game's theme
based on voodoo. Music supported this atmosphere. I liked the plot so it was very disappointing when the game ended with a
"To be continued". I 've attempted to find the sequel but there doesn't appear to be one. I'm going to give the game a positive
review because I did enjoy it over all but I have to say the fact that it doesn't have an definite follow-up was very disappointing..
Its like the first one but somehow manages to be even worse. The first was extremely dull and annoying but it had some charm
with the faceless block creatures but they changed that and added faces. Basically if you werent bored to death by the first one
then still avoid this because its crap.. I think it's a downgrade from the original. Watchdogs is a dark and emotional story, while
Watchdogs 2 is a comedy and is light-hearted. I will say the side-missions are fun but that's about it. There's more focus on
hacking than on the gun system (which was the opposite in the original Watchdogs) but that's what mad the original so good.
The characters also don't get nearly enough screen time. If you want a fun gameplay game than get this, but if you like story
driven games, prepare to be dissapointed. Honestly, the game is enjoyable and you should give it a go, but wait for it to go on
sale. 6\/10. A great experience to have if you're a Cyberpunk fan, and the best warming up for Cyberpunk 2077 \ud83d\ude0e.
Funny approach and so far so good! i'm keen to know what futre updates will bring.. This is a great experience, the graphics are
well-done, and you have all the trappings of a basic platformer/puzzler here.
you're given a brief tutorial, and then the game thrusts you into the world, doesn't really explain much after that ( although there
are numerous pentagrams that offer context sensitive tips )

the main gameplay is you activating switches with either your character, or clones you can make ( up to 3 ) and they have a
timer - which makes them explode as it runs out . You can also forcibly speed them up as well.
Vast majority of the puzzles require you to activate colored switches to keep progressing within these limitations.
The main chambers all have a boss fight, as well - and those are pretty sweet.
Before you reach the boss, you're given the option to take an easy path, or a hard path - it says you get rewards, but I never saw
anything - I just always did the hardest path.

As i played the game, weird stuff happened on and off - I'm not spoiling it here.
And, there's tons and tons of hidden things. Main case in point, the game comes with a RAR file named BONUS, and you can
find a code in the game to unzip it . I won't spoil what it is, but I will say it's worth it.

The ending to the game, not sure I got the right one? The credits rolled, I was in an FPS segment, and the game force closes
shortly after ( not spoiling a thing )

I noticed after you " beat " the game, you can redo levels to gain a score, and I'm thinking maybe this is something you need to
do in order to achieve a proper ending.

regardless, had a blast playing this and discovering all the nooks and crannies.

Amoung the secret things: morse code puzzles, cryptograms, backmasked audio and single frame images you probably should be
recording to find. literally single frames, haha.

Got some good Pony Island vibes here, and if I can solve the riddle to beating the game properly, I'll update this.
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